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Claims 

1.      A method in a communication system for relocating a 

protocol termination point, comprising: 

5 defining a protocol initialization unit containing 

predefined information of a first termination point of a first 

protocol by the first protocol; 

transferring the protocol initialization unit from the 

first termination point to a second termination point by a 

10     second protocol; and 

initializing the second termination point based on the 

protocol initialization unit. 

2.      A method according to claim 1,  wherein the protocol 

15     initialization unit contains state information of the first 

protocol termination point. 

A method according to claim 1 or 2,  wherein thejirst 

20 

/ .     ->       4.^^  =+-  a  fir-ct  network"""element of the termination point is  located at ajirstjieweirx 

• cu.tem and the-sefond termination point is communication system 

located at a^c^Hd^work element of the' communication 

em. 

4   ■    A method according to claim 3,  wherein the second network 

25     element,  upon receiving the protocol information unit, 

generates and transmits a response to the first network 

element by means of the second protocol 

30 

5 VA method according to any of the p^ecedinc 

wherein the protocol init^^rr-^^ encapsulated in a 

message t^aj^te^e^n the first termination point and 

StcoT^Ttermination point by the second protocol. 
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6.   Sk method according to any of the preceding- clai 

wherein the protocol initialization unit j. 

the  second protocol. 

gnsparent for 

10 

7. A method acceding to any of the preceding claims, 

wherein tj^e^r^tocol initialization unit is transmitted via a 

thi^d network element between the termination points. 

8. A method according to claim 7,  wherein the.transmission 

is based on a radio access network application part (RANAP) 

protocol. 

A method according to any of ,  wherein the 

15     protocol initializa. t is transmitted by a direct 

between the termination points 

10.     A method according to claim 9,  wherein the transmission 

is based on a radio network subsystem application part   (RNSAP] 

20 protocol. 

25 

method according to any of the preceding cli 

wherein the predefined information of the fir^rotocol 

comprise one or several parameters of^adio resource control 

protocol   (RRO,  medium access cor^T protocol   (MAC) radio 

link control protocol  (RLC^nd/or packet data convergence 

protocol   (PDCP)- 

rod rding to any of the preceding claims, 

30 wherein/the protoco. 

of^t least one further protocol, 
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13.    A method according to any of the preceding claims, 

comprising steps of: 

~   defining at least one further protocol initialisation 

unit containing predefined information of a furth/r protocol 

by the further protocol; and 

transferring the further protocol initialization unit 

from the first termination point to the second termination 

point 

P 

4      A method according to claim 13/wherein the further 

protocol initialization unit is t/nsferred between the 

termination points by a protoco/that is different to the 

second protocol. 

15 
A method according/to any of the preceding claims, 

{ the termination points  is located at 

base station controller,   a radio 
wherein at least one 

one of the followi 

network controlled,  a base station,   a gateway- 

>rding to any of the preceding claims, 

.zing the second termination 

»ters of the second termination 

.lar to the parameters of the 

16.      A method according 

wherein- tjZstep of initializing the second termination point 

comprises setting the paramei 

points into a state that 'is simi: 

fi^st termination point before 

Procedure was initiated. 

or at the time the relocation 

17. A communication system, comprising: 

a first protocol termination point; 

a second protocol termination point; 

control means for relocating a first protocol from the 

first protocol termination point to the second protocol 

termination point,   said control means being arranged to form a 
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protocol initialization unit containing predefined information 

of the first protocol at the first protocol termination points- 

communication path based on a second protocol between the 

first and the second termination points  for transferring the 

5    protocol initialization unit; and 

control means for initializing the second protocol 

termination point based on the protocol initialization unit. 

18      A communication system according to claim 17,  wherein the 

10    protocol initialization unit contains state information of the 

first protocol termination point. 

^r^^communication system according to claim 17 .rjl 

wherein the control means for relocating are arrang^ to 

,5    encapsulate the protocol initialization unit Wa message to 

be transmitted from the first termination p^t to the second 

termination point 

20       A communication system according to any of claims 11 to 

20    19,  wherein the first termination point is located at a frrst 

networ* element of the communication system and the control 

means for relocating arranged in connection with the frrst 

network element. 

,5     21        A communion system according to any of claims  17 to 

20    whereiXhe  second termination point is located at a 

second Zwork element of the communication system and the 

coZK means for initializing are arranged in connection wrth 

Ce second network element 

30 
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22. A communication system according to any of the cli 

to 21,   wherein the protocolJj2i^ai«3TTon unit contains 

least one further protocol. 

23.     A network element for use in a communication network, 

comprising: 

a protocol termination point; 

control means for relocating a first protocol  from the 

protocol termination point to another protocol termination 

10     point,   said control means being arranged to form a protocol 

initialization unit containing predefined information of the 

first protocol  at the protocol termination point; and 

interface to said other protocol termination point based 

on a second protocol  for transferring the protocol 

15     initialization unit from the first termination point by means 

of the second protocol. 

24. A network element according to claim 23,  wherein the 

network element comprises a controller of a cellular 

20     communication network. 

25. A*network element according to claim 23 or 24, whej 

the control means for relocating are arranged to^apsulate 

the protocol initialization unit into a mes^ar^e to be 

transmitted from the first terminatioii^oint by means of the 

second protocol. 

26. A network e^erttent according to any of claims 23 to 25, 

whereinWfrotocol initialization unit contains information 

30     of^a-lT least one further protocol. 

20 
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27.    A network element for use in a communication network, 

comprising: 

a protocol termination point of a first protocol; 

interface to another protocol termination point for 

receiving a protocol initialization unit containing predefined 

information of the first protocol at said other termination 

point,  wherein the interface is based on a second protocol; 

and 
control means for initializing the protocol termination 

point based on the received protocol initialization unit. 

28.    A network element according to claim 27,  wherein the 

network element comprises a controller of a cellular 

communication network. 
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